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Polish approach to Teaming – 3 key players

Proposal pre-selection

Strategic decisions

Project Coordination
Polish approach to Teaming - how did we do it?

- Understanding of importance of governmental support for Teaming proposals (Ministry) 01-04.2014
- Pre-selection of proposals (Foundation) 04-05.2014
- 43 proposals evaluated and 10 selected (Foundation) 05.2014
- Coaching for 10 consortia in proposal preparation (Foundation) 06-09.2014
- Decision on NCBR involvement (Ministry) 08.2014
- Proposals adjustment and submission (NCBR) 08-09.2014
Polish approach to Teaming
- why NCBR as a coordinator?

Capacity and potential to execute required tasks
Lack of conflict of interest (national contribution granted on competitive basis)

What type of support is required?

Type of institution - governmental
Polish approach to Teaming - how did it work out?

10 proposals submitted

3 projects granted funding

NCP Academy
10 Polish Teaming proposals – 1st lessons learned

- Have a clear scientific goal
- Be thoughtful when allocating resources to WPs
- It’s worth to attach a preliminary CA
- Show how the project fits national/regional research ecosystem
- Show how the project fits national/regional strategies
- Show how the partners complement each other
- Its worth to be interdisciplinary
- There is no excellence without innovation
- Include reasonable KPIs
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- Its worth to attach a preliminary CA
- There is no excellence without innovation
- Include reasonable KPIs
3 Polish Teaming projects – we keep on learning..

Teaming 1st stage

01.06 2015
Start of the project

YOU ARE HERE

31.05 2016
End of the project
3 Polish Teaming projects – we keep on learning..

This is not a research project!

You need to know where you’re going!

Be aware of resources available

Choose your partners wisely
What’s next?

31 projects compete

BP to be ready by end of May 2016

Proposal to be submitted by end of August 2016

9 projects in Teaming 2nd stage
Thank you for your attention!
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